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Abstract—The architecture of the SofTware for Ambient Semantic Interoperable Services (STASIS) was introduced. The functionalities of the STASIS Purifier Tool (SPT) used for filtering the problematic elements in STASIS were proposed. Based on the SPT Plug-in and SPT Server, the structure and framework of SPT are discussed. Finally, the implementation of SPT and the current situation of SPT are presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION

More and more enterprises distributed in all over the world have been involved in the international eEconomy within an eBusiness context. For electronic trading, it has become a key issue for a lot of companies to enhance the interoperability between their information Systems and that of their partners. But usually, it’s not enough to enable the information exchange between two systems work well by just converting data-format in these systems. Some information in different systems among diverse enterprises must be mapped semantically to let computers understand them accurately. Therefore, how to design and develop an open platform in internet and its client applications that can be used easily by users and exchange with the central platform effectively will be significant, especially for SMEs.

Software for Ambient Semantic Interoperable Service (STASIS) is a research and development project sponsored under the Europeans Commission’s 6th Framework Programme as well as its projects members, which releases in the internet address (www.stasis-project.net). Its objective is for research, development and validation of open, web services based, distributed semantic services for SME empowerment within the automotive, furniture and other sectors. 12 Partners are involved including commercial companies and academics which are spread across Europe and China.

II. STASIS COMPONENT CONCEPTS

STASIS was built in a distributed pattern in Internet. The general structure of STASIS is showed in Figure 1. The STASIS framework consists of a set of tools, services and repositories that together help business to simplify setting up meaningful interactions by allowing them to specify and link their own semantics with that of their partners.

Figure 1. STASIS component concepts

Broadly speaking, the STASIS framework consists of:

- A network (Flock) of distributed repositories (Beacons) that stores the semantic information
- STASIS Analyser Tool (SAT) that allows business to enter their information into the framework
- STASIS Comparator Tool (SCT) to help mapping semantics stored in the framework and to extract cross-references for use between partners
- STASIS Viewer Tool (SVT) for those that just want to have a look
- STASIS Editor Tool (SET) for maintenance of stored data
- STASIS Purifier Tool (SPT) that locates inconsistencies in the stored information
- Shared services, e.g. searching, information retrieval, query distribution and result handling Interfaces for stacking the layers together

III. THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF SPT

Since STASIS is public and open system for any users globally, along with the time going, there would be more and more semantic entities added to it, and all elements in the
system can be mapping each other manually or automatically. Because the distributed mechanism of STASIS, in fact, it’s a totally self-organizing system, and there is no central controlling way to manage and maintain if the datum and mapping in STASIS is in good structure or correct. So there must be an individual tool in STASIS to purify all semantic entities for maintenance.

A. STASIS functional building blocks

The STASIS functional architecture is showed in Figure 2. Obviously, SPT is a very independent part with the others components. SPT are crawling all elements created by others components and stored in the SRRN (STASIS Registry and Repository Network) continuously to finding the problematic elements, and making the notifications of the corrupted entities to their owners.

Before moving on SPT in detailed, some abbreviations in STASIS are introduced as following:

- SSE: STASIS Semantic Entity, an instance of some concept recognized as such in the STASIS environment by means of some semantic extraction or annotation.
- SSET: Terminological STASIS Semantic Entity, a concept recognized as such in the STASIS environment by means of some semantic extraction or annotation
- SNF: STASIS Neutral Format, a representational (hence, in particular, non semantic) encoding of new elements entering the STASIS environment as acquisition of corresponding items of an external (source or target) schema.
- SLS: The STASIS Link Specification, a link used to link two semantic entities in STASIS.
- SIF: The STASIS Interface Format. SIFs are groups of SLS. These are used as output from the comparator to an external mapper.

B. The functionalities of SPT

Two main functionalities in SPT are as following:

1) Any user should be able to make subscription for the semantic elements he is interested in because too many datum in the STASIS repositories for users to get and update the elements that are useful to them.

2) Finding the problematic semantic elements in repositories. There are several kinds of problematic elements should and can be found by SPT:

   a) The elements are maybe out of date. If some semantic entities have not been used for a relative long time, these elements should be notified and removed.

   b) The elements are maybe isolated. When a semantic entity, especially for a SSE, is added to STASIS, it will be mapped to another one based on their semantic similarity, which is implemented by adding a link (SLS) of the two elements manually or automatically. But anyone SSEs or SLSs can be edited by its owner via SET, and for a client user, it’s impossible to know if the SSE or SLS he wants to delete is the only source node, destination node, or link for others SLS or SSE. The situations for isolated SSE and isolated SLS are described in Figure 3.

   c) The elements have maybe potential semantic conflicts with others elements. This is a more complex situation. In STASIS, we can discuss this from two ranges, local repository and global repositories. The situations of potential inconsistency can be generally described in Figure 4 and Figure 5.
Basically, the semantic inconsistency means that some SSEs that are mapped to the same SSE as equal are not equal. From the Figure 4 and Figure 5, obviously, the same situation for an inconsistency will get very different results in local repository and in global repositories. The most important and hardest works to find semantic inconsistency are how to indentify two SSE are not equal and how to optimize the algorithms to finding all this kind of issues in a huge complex net of semantic entities[5].

IV. THE ARCHITECTURE OF SPT

SPT consists of three main parts, configuration part, crawling part, as well notification and subscription part. Configuration part takes charge of setting the parameters for SPT, including running parameters for initializing SPT and filtering criteria for purifying. Crawling part is the most important part within SPT. It takes charge of crawling all kinds of semantic elements by RCS (Repositories Connection Services). Notification and Subscription part is the terminal of SPT. It takes charge of storing the results and notifying the results to uses. Figure 6 show the architecture in detailed.

![Figure 6. The architecture of SPT](image)

According the two main functionalities of SPT, the SPT is divided into two components, SPT plug-in and SPT Server. SPT plug-in is a part of STASIS workbench that developed with Eclipse to enable the user subscription and to be the interfaces for users to set SPT Server and to get the global error reports and subscription results from SPT Server. The Physical architecture of SPT is showed in Figure 7.

![Figure 7. Physical structure of SPT](image)

In a word, SPT Plug-in is an interface for users to interact with SPT, and SPT Server plays a more important role which is facing the SRRN directly and processing all filtering stuff. The framework of SPT Server is showed in Figure 8.

![Figure 8. The framework of SPT Server](image)

V. THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SPT

A. The implementation of SPT Plug-in

The SPT Plug-in is implemented as Eclipse plug-in for the STASIS RCP workbench. The structure of the SPT Plug-in is showed in Figure 9.

![Figure 9. The structure of SPT Plug-in](image)

When SPT Plug-in is integrated into the STASIS workbench, a Purifier perspective and a Purifier menu will be added to the workbench. There are three views within the perspective, including configuration view, navigator view, and report view. The Purifier menu is used to trigger the dialogs for setting configuration of SPT Plug-in and initializing an inside web browser that can connect to SPT Server. An extra dialog in SPT Plug-in are used to find and send SLS errors to SPT Server by users manually since some problematic semantic
links can not or hard to be found by SPT automatically. Figure 10 is the screen shot of the Purifier perspective of SPT plug-in. Figure 11 is the screen shot of the Navigator view in Purifier perspective that are used to classify the subscribed results. Figure 12 is the screen shot of a part of Report view in Purifier perspective that is used to show the detailed subscribed results in a table format.

Figure 10. Purifier perspective of SPT Plug-in

Figure 11. Navigator view in Purifier perspective

Figure 12. Report view in Purifier perspective

B. The implementation of SPT Server

SPT Server is implemented as a web application and deployed individually. In fact, it’s the middle agent between SRRN and SPT Plug-in, so there need just to be limited simple web pages to setting the option for the threads in SPT Server, for finding the semantic elements which are out of date, for triggering the threads in SPT Server, and for showing error reports of all kinds of semantic elements. Figure 13 is the screen shot for SPT Server setting. Figure 14 is the screen shot for switch the threads in SPT Server. Figure 15 is the screen shot of the isolated SSE report.

Figure 13. Setting for SPT Server

Figure 14. The triggers for SPT Server

Figure 15. Isolated SSE report

In SPT Server, there is a Web Service that is always running in background. SPT Plug-in can access the error reposts in SPT Server by the Web Service to get the reports about problematic semantic entities that are only belonging to the active user in SPT Plug-in.
VI. CONCLUSION

STASIS will play a significant role for global enterprises, especially for SMEs. Because of the self-organizing mechanism of STASIS, there must be an extra tool in STASIS to find and notify problematic semantic entities from huge elements added by the distributed users. So far, the SPT have been able to find the elements that are out of date and the elements that are isolated well. But there are still some researches about finding semantic inconsistency that should be done further.
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